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Cold
weather
shelter
open for
winter
Jackson McMurray
Staff Reporter

adequate facilities to provide a good
education for them to then go out
and either continue their education
which happens for a good portion of
them or go out into career fields,”
Nethery said.
Many of the facilities are inadequately equipped and sized for the
number of students in the program,
according to Nethery.
“If we wanted to do what is right
for the students, then providing a facility where they can get the appropriate education is very, very important,”
Nethery said.
All of the labs need to be upgraded,
and made state of the art, according to
Dean of Health Sciences Paul Ballard.

Temperatures are finally starting to
dip below freezing at night in Ellensburg,
and for many residents that means a severe drop in living conditions.
Friends In Service to Humanity
(FISH) is a local non-profit organization dedicated to providing both short
and long-term aid to people in the
community experiencing homelessness. FISH has been working hard to
relieve that danger for as many people
as they can.
As of Nov. 18, FISH will provide a
volunteer-run overnight cold weather
shelter seven days a week for anyone who
might need it. The shelter takes place at
a different local church every day, so that
each church hosts once a week.
Rebecca Kennedy, the newly-appointed coordinator for FISH’s
long-running cold weather shelter program, is currently working on training
volunteers and communicating with locations, ensuring that local people will
have a place to sleep every night for the
next three months.
According to Kennedy, the attendance at the shelters can be as few as
four guests and as many as 25, depending on the night.
Attendees are given two meals if
they stay overnight with dinner in the
evening and breakfast in the morning. The selection varies day-to-day,
but dinner is always hot and guests
are welcome to take seconds. There
is food available for dogs and cats,
if needed.
“Some of the churches, and this
doesn’t always happen, but if they
wish, they’ll provide muffins, cookies,
just as an extra treat,” Kennedy said.

Continued on Page 8

Continued on Page 7

Kyle Wilkinson/The Observer

(Left to right) Chair of the Health Sciences Department Dr. Ethan Burgman, Director of Clinical Physiology Dr. Vincent Nethery, Project Architect Doug Ryder
and President James L. Gaudino participated in the first dig at the Health Sciences building groundbreaking ceremony on Nov. 19.

Health Sciences construction begins
Amy Morris
Staff Reporter

The new Health Sciences building
is projected to be completed by November 2021. There was a groundbreaking ceremony on Tuesday, Nov.
19, at 10 a.m. at the southeast corner of the construction site directly
northwest of Samuelson Hall.
The reason for a new Health Sciences building is because those that are
studying health sciences are scattered
in four buildings around the campus,
according to CWU Executive Communications Director Richard Moreno.
The new building gives a chance to
consolidate all of the health sciences
programs. Exercise sciences, clinical
physiology, nutrition, paramedicine
and public health are currently spread
all over the campus. With the new

The future of gen ed
textbook requirements

building, the programs will all be together in one building.
“It makes it difficult if you are a
student. Sometimes you have classes
in one building, and then you have to
go to another building. This puts them
all in one place,” Moreno said.
The health sciences department
has been on campus for over a decade, according to Vincent Nethery, a
health sciences professor. There is no
home building that the faculty have
designated offices in. There are no facilities unique to the program either.
The health sciences department utilizes around half a dozen buildings on
campus. Most of the facilities that are
unique to this program are labs that
need to be set up and are not much
more than modified classrooms.
“This pretty large undergraduate
group of students really don’t have
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CWU Student and Administration Joint Statement

November 19, 2019
Representatives of the Central Washington University administration met last night with
student leaders and members of The Observer and Central News Watch staff.
The parties collectively came together, through the leadership of ASCWU, to establish steps for
how to move forward and resolve issues relating to conducting media interviews. During the
discussion, each participant acknowledged that they now understand each other’s perspectives.
We began the process of having more direct and consistent lines of communication between
attendees. A consensus was reached about the need for trust, accuracy, and better relationship
building.
All parties said they look forward to continuing to meet to develop solutions.
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Librarians leading for free textbooks

Graphic by Teagan Kimbro

Nicholas Tucker
News Editor

A project is underway at the lead of two
CWU librarians who are trying to get rid of
textbook requirements for gen ed classes.
According to Instructional Design Librarian Geri Hopkins and Scholarly Communications Librarian Maura Valentino, the two
became aware of a grant from the Washington Student Achievement Council which provides funding for Open Educational Resources (OER). Valentino had the idea that $1000
given to faculty members would provide
them with an incentive to change their courses to include OERs.
“We knew a lot of faculty were going to
be redesigning their courses anyway and this
would be a great way to do the old ‘kill two
birds with one stone’ type thing and save
their students hundreds of dollars per term,”
Hopkins said.
Valentino and Hopkins have identified
a path through the gen ed program which
requires no textbooks. The two are trying to
inform as many students as they can about
this option.
“We want students to know, and one of
the things we’re trying to implement is to
have a designation in the online course scheduler that’ll say ‘there’s your textbook cost,’”
Valentino said.
The goal for this feature is to have it im-

plemented in spring quarter. Another option
the two are hoping will be eventually included is a “no textbooks” option when students
are signing up for classes.
OER programs are appearing all over the
country, with Western Washington University also implementing one based on the same
Washington Student Achievement Council
grant. However, according to Valentino, community colleges have been leading the trend.
“With community college tuition, sometimes the textbooks can be almost as much for
a quarter,” Valentino said.
This means that a grant will generally
save more people money if it goes to a community college rather than a four-year university. This is the same reason that Valentino
and Hopkins are focusing on gen ed courses: more people in each class means that one
class transitioning to OERs will save more
people more money.
“Let’s face it. When a student has to
make a choice between buying food for the
next two weeks or buying a textbook, which
choice do you think they’re going to make?”
Hopkins said.
What replaces the expensive textbooks
is important, and according to Valentino and
Hopkins, this can vary quite a lot depending on the instructor and the class. Many
use existing materials like older textbooks,
YouTube videos, Ted Talks, government
websites and more. A recent trend has been

towards interactive educational resources.
PhET, for instance, is a website run by the
University of Colorado Boulder which hosts
free Science Technology Engineering and
Math simulations.
Valentino said the faculty she has worked
with on introducing OERs has used a wide
variety of alternative open materials. In total, 26 grants were given out, each faculty
member getting $1000 each. Valentino also
mentioned that another faculty member had
written their own materials, and so was given
an extra $500.
The campus bookstore, the Wildcat Shop,
is run as a nonprofit and therefore has no incentive to oppose OERs. However, according
to Valentino, the publishing companies that
sell textbooks are pushing back by connecting their textbooks to non-reusable products.
“When you go in as a student, you often
try to buy a used textbook,” Hopkins said.
“Well if that textbook had a CD or a DVD
or a code that goes with it in order to do your
work, you’re kind of out of luck. You’re paying for the textbook, but what they really get
you on is that code so you can do your Cengage homework or your McGraw Hill homework or your Pearson homework.
According to mathematics professor Emilie Hancock, there is a big movement within mathematics circles towards using OERs.
These include online textbooks that are completely free.

“Calculus textbooks kind of contain
the same information in different ways,”
Hancock said. “So if we can find a free
way to do it and still have the same conversation as you would in a math class
elsewhere, then I don’t see why you can’t
do something like that.”
One of the obstacles, though, is that
many math and science classes require that
students pay for online coursework. Hancock said she has many colleagues who are
trying to create a free, open-source version
of these programs.
Because these OERs are being built with
the contributions of professors, they are usually based on peer-reviewed information
that is readily available and researchable to
the public. Faculty members creating their
courses can use chapters from one resource,
incorporate materials from other books, and
include research and articles from all sorts of
sources. According to Hopkins, the information is already there, but most faculty simply
don’t have the time to assemble it all.
“One of the ways we’ve convinced faculty is that a lot of faculty don’t realize that students just don’t buy the book,” Valentino said.
“So they’re teaching in a two-tier classroom
where half the students have the materials
available to succeed and half of the students
don’t. With OERs everybody has the materials on the first day of class and this evens the
playing field.”

Pregnant?
You don’t have to
make decisions alone
Visit us:

111 E 4th Ave
Ellensburg, WA

Call or Text:

(509) 925-2273

Find us:

CareNetEllensburg.org

CARING & CONFIDENTIAL

Sugar Thai Cuisine
The Best of Thai Food

10% Off Any Purchase Sugar Thai Cuisine
(509).933.4224 • Fax (509).933.4288
306 N Pine St, Ellensburg, WA 98926

Open 7 Days a Week
Mon. - Thurs. 11am - 9pm
Fri. & Sat. 11am - 9:30pm
Sun. Noon - 9pm
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KEENing up the environment
AJ St. John
Staff Reporter

Nonprofit organization Kittitas Environmental Education Network (KEEN)
strives for environmental excellence.
KEEN provides opportunities for learners
to engage in the surrounding environment.
According to KEEN, the organization was founded in 1999 when they
had wanted to build a Natural History Center within the county. Several
years ago, KEEN signed a 30 year lease
with State Parks to develop a center at
Helen McCabe State Park. The park is
under development by the gateway to
the Yakima Canyon. It was named as a
memorial for a CWU professor, Helen
Margaret Werson.
Board member Gerald Scoville said it
is an atrocity that there are these ecologically uneducated children. He is working on ecological literacy with small
children. Scoville also mentions that, in
Washington, the evergreen state, new
generations do not know about the state
itself. According to Scoville, there are 17
different species of evergreen.
Over the past several years, KEEN
has been working with other organizations and community groups to invest in habitat restoration. The park
was seeded with native grasses last
year and nearly 200 ponderosa pine

seedlings were planted in 2009. Native grasses provide erosion control
and vegetative filtration. According
to Natural Resources, native grass
root systems also improve drainage
rates and increase absorption of rain.
KEEN has also worked on the restoration of riparian habitats and
planted 6,500 native shrubs
at the park. According to
the website for Wyoming
state, healthy riparian
vegetation helps to
reduce stream bank
erosion and maintain
stable stream channel geomorphology.
The vegetation also
provides shade, which
works to lower water
temperatures.
Alisha
Blanchard,
social media manager, said that KEEN
focuses on work
with
children,
called Ponds to
Pines. The program includes after
school projects and summer camps that educate children ecologically. Blanchard mentions that people need
to realize how important it is to preserve
the environment by educating people.

“It is really important for kids to go outside and learn about the environment because they are our future,” Blanchard said.
KEEN hosts annual events such as
the Shrub Steppe event that highlights
the surrounding endangered
landscape, plant and animal communities, weather
and geology. Currently,
events that are available are the Yakima
River Canyon Bird
Fest and the Windfall Cider Fest.
Bird Fest is a three
day event that
highlights Central
Washington with the
highest densities of passerines and birds of prey
in the state. According to
KEEN, the family friendly event targets birders
throughout the Pacific
Northwest and from
around the world.
Sarah Mayes,
KEEN board member, said her main project, Oktoberfest was successful.
“Learning about something, the more
you appreciate it, it will enrich you in
more ways that money and possessions
cannot,” Mayes said.

Every Friday, KEEN works with the
Washington Outdoor School to run a preschool at Helen McCabe Park. KEEN
has also started and expanded their summer camp that allows for younger generations to interact with nature.
Treasurer Stefanie Wickstrom, who
also teaches political science and environmental science at CWU enjoys community engagement. Child engagement
in the environment creates community
endeavors, according to Wickstrom.
KEEN not only focuses on Kittitas
county, but also the Yakima River Valley and Benton county as well. Their
mission is to connect communities
back into nature through environmental education. Environment, Equity
and Economy (E3) collaborates with
KEEN in the redrafting of bylaws, restructuring of boards and committees
and renewing volunteer bases. The E3
winter fair overviews the community
businesses and organizations that specialize in sustainable products. CWU
has been starting their sustainability
process to better the environmental
situation in Ellensburg.
“We are all trying to make this a
better place to live, just get involved,”
Blanchard said. “We are always looking
for more young people.”
Graphic by Teagan Kimbro

Club Council creates Funds Council
Will Ortner
Staff Reporter

On Nov. 13 CWU Club Council wrapped up one of their last meetings of the fall quarter. ASCWU VP of
Clubs Ashley Klippert led a meeting that
touched on the brand new Funds Council, as well as future events that the clubs
were excited to preview.
Earlier in the quarter, Klippert and
Michael Middleton, student engagement
coordinator, pitched their idea of a Funds
Council to help allocate the money for
the clubs in the most cost-efficient way.
The different club representatives were
then allowed to vote and create the Funds
Council exactly the way that they thought
was best.
After the Club Council felt that they
had created their Funds Council, they
had representatives volunteer to be a
part of the initial council. According
to Middleton, the volunteers were then
put through a training process so that
they could properly understand how the
pitches worked. This way, they could
ask the right questions to get the answers they needed so that they knew the
pitches inside and out.
The team of representatives then
got to hear the pitches from different
clubs for things that the clubs want to
put on or events that they wanted to go
to. So far, the Funds Council representatives have already met with at least
five different clubs. Klippert feels that
the smaller group forFunds Council
creates room for more dialogue than in
the past.
“They have actual meaningful conversations about each [pitch], and they
get a time and a space to do it rather than
rushing through it,” Klippert said.
Of their $90,000 budget, the Funds

Meghan Rochelle/The Observer

CWU Club Council held a meeting on Nov. 13 at 7 p.m. in Samuelson 104. Club members were able to ask questions about funding for the 2019-20 academic year.

Council is still helping allocate over
$87,000 to the clubs who come to them
with their pitches. Middleton noticed
an immediate difference in how Funds
Council allocated their funds to the clubs.
“The goal is to run out of money, but
the way that I talked to the representatives about it is to run out of money in
the most equitable and efficient way possible,” Middleton said.

At the beginning of next quarter, the
Club Council will meet and vote again
on who they believe should represent
the Funds Council. Members who want
to run for Funds Council representative
will present their idea themselves for the
position. Afterwards the Club Council
representatives vote on who will be on
the council.
Those who become Funds Council

representatives will serve for the quarter. They will then have the ability to
decide in spring quarter if they want to
run again.
Club representatives spoke among
each other about future events that would
be coming up in fall and winter quarter.
Those who were interested said they
would inform their clubs to see if anyone
would attend the different events.
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ASCWU talks events, diversity
Matt Escamilla
Staff Reporter

ASCWU and other council members
are nearing the end of their first quarter as a
cabinet. Fall quarter has allowed them to get
on-the-job training while also gaining clarity
on what they want to accomplish during the
2019 academic year.
Vice Chair of the Services and Activities
Fee Council Edgar Carreno said educating
students on how to get involved is key.
“I feel like there is a lack of knowledge
of ways to get involved. We got a bunch of
committees ... finding new ways to spread
that knowledge to students on campus as
well as at our extended learning centers,”
Carreno said.
ASCWU Executive Vice President Alejandro Alcantar said students at times complain about events that go on around campus,
but they won’t participate in committees to
turn those complaints into positive change.
Student Life and Facilities VP Mickael
Candelaria said being involved in on-campus
clubs is how students can make a difference
and help ASCWU.
“I think the largest catalyst for change
on this campus that a lot of students don’t
truly realize [are] committees. We have
about 35 committees underneath ASCWU,” Candelaria said.
Alcantar said he plans to keep recruiting
students to fill open committee seats during
winter quarter and beyond.
“There is really a lot of power behind student voices,” Alcantar said.
Candelaria also said by getting involved
with happenings around CWU, it allowed

him to make an impact.
“I didn’t really know anybody here
so it was me stepping out of my shell
out of my comfort zone to try something
new to hopefully make new connections,” Candelaria said.
Equity and Community Affairs officer
Jessica Hernandez said making sure the conversation of a multicultural center continues
on is important because it will provide potential services that CWU currently doesn’t
have. One of those services is advisors for
undocumented students.
“They don’t receive financial aid, they
receive [Washington Application for State
Financial Aid], but even then that’s still not
enough to cover all the expenses of school
… We really just need somebody here on
campus that will guide these people, this
community of undocumented students,”
Hernandez said.
Alcantar mentioned a subcommittee
within the Services and Activities Committee will look closer into how money is being
spent by students that were granted money
for conferences or events that require airfare
and hotel costs. He said there have been situations where the Services and Activities
Committee wondered if certain departments
could have saved money in certain areas of
travel, like hotel or airfare costs. The committee also wondered if departments could have
spent more in certain areas to increase student
safety during their stay in another city.
Edgar Carreno,vice chair of service and
activities said the committee has currently received just under $204,000 worth of
funding requests.
Clubs & Organizations VP Ashley Klip-

Meghan Rochelle/The Observer

Members of ASCWU discussed an upcoming meeting with student media about the freedom of the press.

pert has a message for students who may feel
uncomfortable visiting the ASCWU officers.
“Don’t feel uncomfortable coming here.
We have these crazy titles, but we’re also students at the end of the day,” Klippert said.
According to Klippert, attending the club
council meeting is a good way to make sure
club members voices are being heard.
“That’s why we have our club council
meetings is because we want to hear what
[students] need from the school to make it a
better place for them and make it so they want
to be here,” Klippert said.
For those who feel it’s too late to join
a club or get involved with CWU activities, it’s not.
“It will make you want to be here more as
a student once you find that group of people
that will support you that you’ll support. Its
just a bouncing back of support, it’ll keep you
going,” Klippert said.

According to Executive Director of Student Involvement Jeff Rosenberry, the club
senate and student academic senate have
representatives on the newly created funds
council which started this fall. Rosenberry
said the funds council is designed to streamline the funding process for student academic
senate and club senate. The planning for the
new council started in the spring and summer
of last year.
Candelaria said he is hoping to launch a
new student life event called Wildcat Wednesday in the beginning of winter quarter. He
hopes students and staff will wear CWU gear.
“I think it’ll be a great event and opportunity especially for faculty and staff to also
wear Central gear,” Candelaria said.
Candelaria says student government will
be out in public at the SURC table area on
Wednesdays giving out free gifts to students
who wear CWU gear.

Central Park

facebook.com/centralparkwa
instagram.com/centralparkwa

1200 E. Helena Ave. Ellensburg, WA 98926

centralparkWA.com

509-925-5442
1101 E. University Way

509-925-5542
1601 N. Currier
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‘Just a stupid f##king play’
Editor: Mary Park

Kyle Wilkinson/The Observer

Julia Seligman (center) who plays as Nina and Nathaniel Shipley (left) who plays as Conrad practice their lines during dress rehearsal for the production “Stupid F##king Bird.” The next performances will take place on Nov.
21, 22, 23 at 7:30 p.m. and on Nov. 24 at 2 p.m. in the Milo Smith Tower Theatre.

Tapanga Krause
Staff Reporter

Tragedy, suicide, love, impulse and
desire, Aaron Posner’s play, “Stupid
F##king Bird” has it all.
The production by CWU Theatre
Ensemble ran from Nov. 15-16 and will
run Nov. 21-24 in the Milo Smith Tower
Theatre in McConnell Hall.
The play is partly a rendition of Anton Chekov’s “The Seagull” and is for
audiences ages 17 and up.
Patrick Dizney, director of the play
and associate chair for the theater department, explained why the department
decided to show this play to the students.
This is one of the first plays that was
based in the movement of realism, it
constantly breaks the fourth wall, which
means that the cast often addresses the
audience directly. The revisitation of Chekov’s play was written by Aaron Posner.
“[Posner] is brilliant,” Dizney said.
“And [he] so happens to be someone that
I went to school with as a young person.”
Dizney said he believes that Posner
did a great service to Chekov’s original
play, which he says are often done poorly. Dizney said that people are often not
interested in going to see a play by Chekov, not unless they want to catch up on
their sleep.
“The play is about trying to find new
forms,” Dizney said. “New forms in theater,

new art forms and new ways of communicating about who we are in relationships.”
This is something that the play discusses in depth. The characters struggle when it comes to the complexity of
their relationships.
The play has a lot of intimate and
heavy scenes that involve suicide, lust
and unrequited love, which can often be
difficult or uncomfortable for the actors,
according to Dizney.
When handling intimate scenes on
stage, the actors and Dizney explained
that they have an intimacy choreographer
come in who teaches them how to perform the scenes in a safe and comfortable
environment. Dizney also mentioned that
communication and checking in with
each other is incredibly important.
Garret Deffert, a theatre student who
plays as Dr. Eugene Soren, talked about
how there is a very strict regimen that they
follow with the intimacy choreographer.
“Everything is completely consensual,” Deffert said. “We talk through everything and figure out what everyone’s
comfortable with.”
Anthony Wyatt Lord, who plays as
Dev, talked about how he himself handles intimate scenes on and off stage.
When Lord is off stage, he said he leaves
the scene to the actors on stage to give
them as much privacy as possible.
“When I’m on stage, if I have to be
on stage, I respect the scene and who my

character is in that scene and I’m as professional as possible,” Lord said.
In the play, the actors address heavy
topics, such as when the main character
tries to take his own life, or when the
main character’s girlfriend falls in love
with his mother’s boyfriend.
The actors talked about the importance of the topics and the negative effects that they have.
Fifth-year student Rachel Skaggs,
who plays Mosh, explained that the topics aren’t shown in a very good light.
“Leading up to [the suicide attempt],
you see the character unraveling throughout the play,” Skaggs said. “You see the
choices he makes and how everyone else
treats him, and how that contributes to it.
And it shows how things can snowball.”
Deffert mentioned that handling topics
such as these is his job as an actor and his
responsibility as a storyteller. He said he examines the overall scope of it and acknowledges the fact that these topics are important.
“A lot of topics are very important
to talk about,” Deffert said. “And a lot
of times, people don’t exactly make the
time to talk about topics such as these.”
The cast and the director say they believe the play is important because it is
as an art form that covers the topics in all
the right ways.
Dizney said he believes that it balances quite nicely the idea that you have an
awareness of being in the theater and you

can relate to and connect with the characters on a more personal level.
Skaggs mentioned that the play
touches on relationships and how people learn to live with their feelings. She
spoke about how interesting it is to see
how the characters deal with these feelings and the way that they play out on
stage, whether it works or not.
“Most importantly, it’s art,” Lord explained. “Art is so important. It shares messages in ways people can’t regularly do.
When asked what they hope the audience will take away from the play, the
crew answered that they hope the audience will be able to use “Stupid F##king
Bird” to reevaluate their own lives. Others
believe there isn’t anything that the audience should take away from this play.
“I don’t think they’re really supposed
to take anything away from it,” Skaggs
said. “I think that’s kind of the point, that
it’s just a stupid f##king play.”
Dizney said he hopes that the audience will think about their own relationships and the consequences of their own
actions. He hopes that the audience can
find moments in the play that they can
relate to their own lives.
Lord said he hopes that audiences
can understand that this play is a good
program for theater, and that they would
spread the word.
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‘If I were in college, I would learn Chinese’

Meghan Rochelle/The Observer

Attendees watched “Eat Drink Man Woman” (1994) on Nov. 12. After the film showing, Chinese instructor Yuanxia Liu led a discussion on traditional and non-traditional
roles in the family and the meaning behind the characters’ Chinese names that reflected their personalities and roles.

Mary Park
Scene Editor

Kung fu, dim sum, a “Made in China” label are some things that might go
through your mind when you think of
China. Many people in the world consume
Chinese goods, but learning the language
can come across as difficult to some.
Starting from Nov. 5, the CWU world
languages and cultures department has
been hosting a Chinese film festival featuring four films to promote the Chinese
language program. It is free and open to
all in the community.
The final film, called “Blind Shaft”
(2003), will be shown on Nov. 25 at 4 p.m.
in Samuelson 104, followed by a discussion.
According to Babbel, a language-learning app website, Chinese is the most
widely spoken language in the world with
roughly 1.3 billion native speakers.
This means that learning Chinese is
a great asset, especially to students, said

Michael Johnson, the chair of the world
languages and cultures department.
“If I were in college, I would learn
Chinese,” Johnson said. “Because I know
that the shape of global cultures is going
to be at least partly, an important chunk of
it, will be determined by China.”
One in three jobs in Washington state
is export related and China is Washington’s largest trade partner, according to
Choose Washington State website, which
falls under the Washington State Department of Commerce.
“Because of the Port of Seattle and
Port of Tacoma, we do an incredibly high
volume of shipping trade with China,”
Johnson said. “There are lots of jobs in the
state that having the language gives you
an edge in terms of getting the job.”
Shiyan Liu, the president of Chinese Students and Scholars Association
(CSSA), attended the showing of “The
Grandmaster” (2013) and “Eat Drink
Man Woman” (1994).

Liu said learning about a culture different from your own can help you understand
the people who grew up in that culture.
“I came to the United States when
I was 14,” Liu said. “So I already grew
up in Chinese culture, but I [also] spent a
long time in America to learn some American cultures. So when making Chinese
friends and American friends, I can [hang
out] easily with them, because I know
their background and their culture.”
Liu also talked about stereotypes that
some foreigners might have about Chinese people.
“They’re always thinking, ‘Oh, Chinese people are smart.’ That’s the most
[common] thing I hear,” Liu said. “‘Oh,
you’re Asian, you’re probably really
good at math.’”
She explained that the Chinese government pushed education on students, so
the math level in elementary and middle
schools in China differ from that of American schools.

videos, all kinds of stuff.”
Kennedy emphasized the importance
of treating guests well and respecting
them as human beings, but also emphasized that the shelters are meant to be a
temporary solution, not a permanent one.
Last year, First Christian Church Pastor Don Green, whose building is one
of the rotating locations for the events,
spoke with the Daily Record about the
cold weather shelters.
“We don’t give them beds and blankets and pillows, it’s not a comfy cozy
thing. They’re lying on mats that are
about an inch thick on the floor in a
sleeping bag,” Green said. “We’re not
trying to create dependency here. We’re

trying to keep them safe and maybe nourish them a little bit so that they can function better in society. The sooner that they
don’t have to be in the shelter, they can
get their life back together again and find
a place to stay, the better.”
Volunteers who are given training
in first aid keep a watchful eye over the
events in shifts through the night. Guests
check bags at the door, and volunteers ensure that no weapons or drugs are brought
into the shelter.
In the evenings, guests are given the
opportunity to take smoke breaks or walk
pets, but after a certain time they are required to stay inside through the night.
FISH’s work isn’t limited to just cold

Liu said one of CSSA’s missions is to
allow people in the community to explore
Chinese culture.
“Chinese is no different [from people]
from other countries,” Liu said. “We try
to get rid of stereotypes, racism and to let
[people] know that a lot of fun things in
China might interest [them].”
Liu said CSSA also exists to provide a
place for Chinese students to belong.
“Our goal for this club is we try to
[help] Chinese international students and
scholars to feel welcome in American culture,” Liu said. “Because it is a long distance for them to come here just to study
abroad. We want them to feel welcome …
so they don’t feel lonely or sad.”
Johnson said that the department has
been hosting events such as Tai Chi and
Chinese calligraphy demonstrations, Lunar New Year and harvest lantern festival to give people access to an important
global culture.
“We have been working on finding
ways to promote the language and culture
a little more actively on campus in the past
two, three years,” Johnson said. “Partly because we’re interested in attracting
more students to the Chinese program.”
While people can watch Chinese films
on their own on Netflix and other streaming services, Johnson said, their event can
provide a space to discuss the film together.
“What we can offer is lectures from
experts on Chinese culture who can help
you make sense of what it is that you’re
watching, in terms of the cultural context,
like how would a Chinese viewer see this
film, what details would they focus on,
what would they notice that a U.S. viewer
might not notice,” Johnson said.
Chinese Film Specialist, Dr. Yomi
Braester, who teaches Comparative Literature and Chinese at the University
of Washington, was a speaker for “The
Grandmaster” film discussion.
Braester talked about the film’s depiction of time, fate and love in the biography
of Yip Man, also known as Bruce Lee’s
martial art teacher, and how the director
Wong Kar-Wai achieves his artistic vision
in the film.
Chinese instructor Yuanxia Liu spoke
after the showing of “Eat Drink Man Woman,” a comedy drama film about family relationships, the search for love and cooking
food as a means to express love.
Yuanxia Liu discussed the traditional and
non-traditional roles within the family and
society, and the meaning behind the characters’ Chinese names that reflected their personality and roles.

Cold weather shelter opens
Continued from Page 1

Earlier this month, before the planned
opening night, FISH had three days of
emergency openings when the temperature dropped below 20 degrees at night.
The shelter itself is a fairly efficient
operation, according to Kennedy. There
are dozens of procedures and checks in
place to ensure that guests at the shelter
are taken care of and are comfortable,
physically and emotionally.
“The third night [of the emergency
openings] there were groups [of guests]
sitting around talking, playing cards,”
Kennedy said. “There were a couple people playing chess, some people watching

weather shelters, according to Kennedy.
Throughout the year the group organizes
events and programs like school supply
drives in September and daily picnics in
the summer, for families who normally rely on free or reduced-price school
lunches the rest of the year.
According to Kennedy, the shelters
are very well-supplied, but volunteers for
overnight watch are always very much
appreciated. The only prerequisite for
volunteering is a brief training session,
which often lasts less than an hour.
“People experiencing homelessness
are so denigrated in society at large,”
Kennedy said. “So we’re trying to do our
little part.”

Construction underw
new Health Sciences
Story by Amy Morris | Photos by Kyle Wilkinson | Design by Aiden Knabel

Continued from Page 1
“I think [the Health Sciences Building] will be a tremendous,
positive impact on students,” Ballard said. “The learning environment, if it is inadequate, does not necessarily equate to the
amount of learning or a positive learning experience for students.
These new labs and classrooms within this building is going to
elevate the learning experience for students.”
One of the CWU’s goals is to desegregate fragmented departments on campus, according to Nethery. Health sciences is a very
fragmented department in terms of location. Another primary
goal of the university is to put departments and programs that
have tied linkages somewhat together in terms of proximity to
each other on campus. Most of the pre-health care fields require
that most students take courses in chemistry, physics, biology and
others so the location of the Health Sciences building in the “science neighborhood” ties into CWU’s philosophy of establishing
neighborhoods of similar disciplines, according to Nethery.
Having the Health Sciences building made completes the
master plan called the ‘science neighborhood’ which includes
Science Hall, Discovery Hall and Samuelson Hall, according
to Moreno. The building will be 80,748 square feet and will be
three stories high. It will have the capacity to fit 630 students in a
combination of classrooms and laboratory instructional spaces.
The cost of the building is $60 million. The construction project generated $1.4 million in permit, plan review and impact fees
for Ellensburg. The project will create 140 construction jobs. The
building will also be Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design (LEED) certified. Having buildings be LEED certified is
important because it is energy efficient and it keeps costs down,
according to Moreno. Buildings are less expensive to operate
and maintain and being LEED certified also helps in terms of not
contributing to climate change.

The impacts of climate change at CWU are visible and
it is becoming more and more important for CWU to try to
construct buildings with that in mind, according to Moreno.
The groundbreaking ceremony for the Health Sciences
building occured at the backside of Samuelson where the
concrete ends. CWU President James L. Gaudino, representatives of facilities management and the contractor attended the
ceremony, which lasted around 20 minutes. Once the building is finished, there will be a ribbon cutting ceremony.
The ceremony started with Gaudino giving a brief on
why the building is being erected and other details about the
building. After that he welcomed representatives from facilities management who talked about the building since they
oversee the project. The Health Sciences building was funded
by the state so legislators who helped get the funding gave a
few words. Representatives from the health sciences program
talked about why they think having a new building is important. After the speech part was over, the first dig was made to
commemorate the groundbreaking.

Projected timeline:
Information from
https://www.cwu.edu/facility/health-sciences
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The one with all the
Editor: Mary Park

Pilar Cuevas
Staff Reporter

Do you know who had a turkey on
their head during Thanksgiving from the
TV show, “Friends?”
Friendsgiving will be hosted on Nov.
21 at The 1891 Bistro from 6-8 p.m. and
will be open to all students. Attendees
can enjoy free Thanksgiving food and
watch Thanksgiving-themed “Friends”
episodes at the event. The episodes will
be followed with a “Friends”-themed
trivia game, in which students can win
prizes.
Thanksgiving is a time to feast and
remember to give thanks for the good
things an individual has. It’s usually celebrated with family, friends and other
loved ones.
Friendsgiving, an alternative to
Thanksgiving, has become more popular
among millennials, according to the Pew
Research Center. According to the Merriam-Webster site, the word ‘Friendsgiving’ didn’t originate from “Friends,” but
rather, the earliest print uses of the word
were seen in 2007.
The show “Friends” has become an
iconic and well-known sitcom and is still
talked about today. It also became iconic because it talked about real problems
with sarcastic and humorous wordplay.

Graphic by Teagan Kimbro

Thanksgiving is also an annual holiday
that appears on every season of “Friends.”
Katie Doonan is a junior double majoring in hospitality, tourism and event management and global wine studies. Doonan
is the event coordinator for Friendsgiving.
Doonan mentioned how the Friendsgiving event first started and how it has
become a well-known annual time for
friends to gather and have fun.

“I know [Friendsgiving] was an idea
of a student,” Doonan said. “The Experience Leadership Project event is put on
by the CLCE and all the students write
out an event they want on campus. It
turned into an event that we do every
year that we really enjoy.”
According to Doonan, CWU Catering
will be providing food such as mashed
potatoes, gravy, turkey and stuffing, but

not Rachel’s traditional English trifle.
“We are going to have typical
Thanksgiving food,” Doonan said. “Just
anything that you can think of that is
Thanksgiving type food.”
Doonan expressed how much she
loves the show “Friends” and shared
about her favorite episode and her favorite character.
“I would definitely say the Monica
and Ross episode because I am a big
football fan. I used to play in a game
where you would throw around a raw
turkey,” Doonan said. “I am a Rachel fan
because I am a Jennifer Aniston fan.”
“The One With The Football,” “The
One Where The Underdog Gets Away” and
“The One With All The Thanksgivings,” are
specific episodes that will be shown.
Following the three “Friends” episodes, a trivia game of Kahoot will be
played. The Kahoot winners won’t take
home the Geller Cup, but they can win
prizes like Central Perk Mugs.
Doonan mentioned that students
should arrive early for the event.
“If you are looking for a nice afternoon just come have some food and
hang out with friends. This is a different
alternative than to our open mic nights if
that’s not really for you,” Doonan said.
As Joey Tribbianni might suggest,
don’t forget your Thanksgiving pants.

5 TRIPS A DAY
WESTBOUND
CWU Ellensburg Starbucks
6:05A • 9:35A • 12:05P • 2:35P • 5:05P
North Bend Premium Outlets
7:45A • 11:15A • 1:45P • 4:15P • 6:45P
Sea-Tac Airport
8:30A • 12:00P • 2:30P • 5:00P • 7:30P

EASTBOUND
Sea-Tac Airport
11:00A • 1:30P • 4:00P • 6:30P • 9:00P
North Bend Premium Outlets
11:55A • 2:25P • 4:55P • 7:25P • 9:55P
CWU Ellensburg Starbucks
1:35P • 4:05P • 6:35P • 9:05P • 11:35P
CWU Ellensburg Starbucks - 908 E. 10th Ave.
North Bend Premium Outlets - 461 South Fork Ave SW

KEEPING STUDENTS CONNECTED

1-866-235-5247
AIRPORTER.COM
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‘The Mandalorian’: a Disney+ Miracle
Jackson McMurray
Columnist

The “streaming wars” are supposedly
beginning as we speak with the launches of high-profile services like Apple
TV+ and Disney+. With late additions
like Peacock and HBO MAX still on the
horizon and existing streaming titans like
Netflix and Hulu fighting for relevance,
it’s enough to make you ask how much a
cable subscription is.
Each of these services has their own
claim to fame, with Peacock having exclusive streaming rights to “The Office”
and “Parks & Rec,” HBO MAX bringing
the works of Hayao Miyazaki to digital
platforms for the first time in history and
Apple TV+ not having any shows anybody wants to watch at launch. But Disney had an ace up their sleeve since day
one: Star Wars.
New cinematic Star Wars content will
bring in dollars no matter what, it doesn’t
even have to be good, look at the box office numbers of “The Phantom Menace”
(1999). We lucked out this time though,
because even though “The Mandalorian”
will make money regardless, it’s actually
a very exciting and interesting show.
In addition to “The Mandalorian,”
Disney+ boasts unrestricted access to the
entire Disney back catalog, and it will
soon have exclusive rights to Star Wars,
Pixar, Marvel Studios and The Simpsons,
as well as a constant lineup of original
big-budget television series from the

franchises people love. At launch, the
service already boasts original content
from Star Wars, Toy Story, Jeff Goldblum and High School Musical, and it
won’t be long before Marvel, The Muppets and even “The Mighty Ducks” get
into the mix. Financially, for you, it’s a
great deal, but by all accounts the service
is a big, complicated mixed bag for the
film industry.
For some, supporting the kingpin of
the film industry’s bloated oligopoly in
their newest venture in vertical integration is a deal breaker. But some see it as
a positive change in Disney’s business
practices, eradicating the old, restrictive,
and expensive “Disney vault” strategy
and slowly pushing for more diverse creative voices on their big-budget projects.
It’s all a lot to think about. For what
it’s worth though, “The Mandalorian”
makes all of the vague guilt and constant
second-guessing of corporate morality
worth it.
Jon Faverau, director of “Iron Man”
(2008) and host of “The Chef Show” on
Netflix, serves as showrunner for the first
ever live-action “Star Wars” television
outing, which immediately sets itself
apart from the operatic Star Wars stories
we’re used to. Favreau has never been
known as a particularly stylish filmmaker, but his stripped-down sensibilities
work wonderfully on “The Mandalorian,” because the story is lonely, moody,
and all things considered, pretty small.
The show is unique in the Star Wars

ouvre not only because it’s a large-budget long-form story, but also because it’s
a stand-alone story. “The Mandalorian”
is the only piece of live-action Star Wars
film without any direct connection to the
events and characters of George Lucas’
original trilogy since “Caravan of Courage: an Ewok Adventure” (1984).
Much like Caravan of Courage, “The
Mandalorian” takes place between “Return of the Jedi” (1983) and “The Force
Awakens” (2015), in a time of peace,
when the Empire has been overthrown,
but the First Order is still years away.
The beauty of it, though, is that none of
that really matters.
The story is that of a lone and unnamed bounty hunter (the titular Mandalorian) simply taking a job and hunting
down a quarry. Obviously the character’s
objectives become more complicated
and interesting as the show progresses,
but it’s completely unconcerned with the
antics of the Skywalkers in whatever part
of the galaxy they might be antic-ing in.
“The Mandalorian” lives in a completely
separate slice of the Star Wars universe,
but still feels as familiar and lived-in
as the best of the franchise. It’s a radical departure from the norm, but one
that doesn’t feel apocryphal towards the
norm it’s departing from.
“The Mandalorian” already sells on
its restrained, quiet tone and its dedication to practical effects and sets, but
throw in beloved actors like Werner Herzog, Nick Nolte and Carl Weathers, and

you’ve really got a stew going. The show
is a small-scale alternative to the grand
operetics of the Skywalker Saga, and because of its weekly release schedule and
stand-alone story it’s a great water cooler
show that anybody could jump in on.
It’s working well, and one has to
wonder what it means for film franchises
moving forward. Will prestige television
mini-series become a regular and expected method of filling out a franchise? How
many hours of television will be required
to understand the next Jurassic Park, or
Fast and Furious? And if the answer is
more than zero will people show up for
it the same way they showed up for “The
Mandalorian?” Or is this a model only
Disney can pull off?
What I’m really trying to say is that
everything’s complicated, and as much
as I wish we could judge a piece of art
simply on its own merit, a lot of times
it’s hard to ignore context. The Mandalorian is an interesting and in some ways
groundbreaking piece of franchise storytelling coming out of complicated circumstances, and every person has their
own lines in the sand. If Disney+ is still
a deal-breaker for you, but you also want
to see a practical bounty hunter droid
played by Taika Waititi lay siege to a military bunker, maybe wait on your free trial until December, when the full season
is available. Otherwise, follow my Baby
Yoda stan account.

Reliable fare-free bus

Heading home
for the holidays?
Central Transit connects with other
transportation providers like Appleline,
Yakima-Ellensburg Commuter, Greyhound
bus service, and more!

All riders welcome!
CITY OF

TRANSIT
CENTRAL
Your Public Transit

Hop on.
We’ll take you there.

Learn more at https://ci.ellensburg.wa.us/centraltransit
Follow us on Facebook at facebook/centraltransit
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Vary your veggie options
Cassandra Hays
Columnist

When I decided to become a vegetarian, I knew I had cut my options
for accessible and convenient food in
half. Most meals feature some sort of
meat as the “star” of the dish, and it
can be hard to come by a decent vegetarian option, especially when you’re
in a rush. And while CWU does have
a few options for vegetarian and vegan students, if we’re being honest,
they could be doing a lot better.
According to Forbes, 10% of
Americans aged 18 to 29 do not eat
meat, with 7% being vegetarian and
3% who are vegan. This is much higher than any of the older age ranges
surveyed and shows a trend of college-aged Americans eating less meat.
With vegetarianism and veganism on
the rise, options on college campuses
should reflect the growing demand.
As a senior who lives off campus, I’ll admit that I don’t eat at the
SURC very often. I can’t recall many
vegetarian options in the dining hall
when I was a freshman, but I know
that dining has recently expanded
their menu to include more meatless
dishes. Lately, my experience with
vegetarian options at CWU has been
grab-and-go options from the Bistro or C-Store. Here, I can find an
overpriced bowl of chopped fruit; a
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protein box with nuts, hummus and
veggies; and salads, salads and more
salads. While it’s great that these options are available for students who
don’t eat meat, eating the same thing
over and over can get pretty boring.
With limited meatless options to
pick from, I should at least be able to
expect my vegetarian meal to actually
be vegetarian. Just last week, I picked
up a grab-and-go salad from the bistro, clearly marked with a “V” indicating that it was vegetarian. As I sat
down, open my salad and pour on the
dressing that was included, I decided
to take a peek at the ingredients contained in the dressing. About halfway

down the list, I see it: anchovy paste.
For me, this was little more than an
annoyance. Some people, though, may
be allergic or intolerant to an ingredient like anchovies. It can be easy to
overlook a minor ingredient like that
in a dressing or a side component of
the meal. But had I known it wasn’t
vegetarian, I wouldn’t have wasted $6
on the salad in the first place.
I think it’s awesome that vegetarian options are there, and compared to
some other colleges, CWU has plenty
to offer in that area. I just think that
options could be expanded to include
other types of dishes. Instead of a
bland salad or mediterranean-style

wrap, why not offer something more
interesting and flavorful, like curry
or a vegan pad thai? There are lots of
cultures that have dishes that revolve
around plant-based diets, such as Indian, Ethiopian and Thai cuisines.
Adding dishes like these would not
only bring more flavor to the vegetarian menu at CWU, but also deliver a
taste of culture and diversity as well.
Other than the lack of variety, the
problem I have with vegetarian options
on campus is the lack of protein. Often, when I need to grab a quick bite,
I have to opt for some sort of fruit or
veggie-based snack with a low amount
of protein. Aside from the protein box,
the options presented at grab-and-go
locations on campus aren’t the most
protein-packed meals. It would be
cool to have more meal options that
feature beans, chickpeas or even meat
alternatives, such as Beyond Meat, as
a plant-based protein source.
In the future, as more students
start eating less meat and the demand
for meatless meals goes up, I’m sure
options for vegan and vegetarian students will expand. But until then, I’ll
keep bringing my lunch from home.

Linguistics: more than I bargained for
TyYonna Kitchen
Columnist

Teaching English to speakers of
other languages (TESOL) program
students and linguistics minoring
students should be able to take fewer
intertwined class. The goal for CWU
should be to give both groups enough
course substitutes for the groups to
take classes that benefit them and
their future careers.
When looking at the program requirements for the linguistics minor,
according CWU, there are 25 required credits and 15 of those credits
coincide with TESOL. However, as a
soon-to-be graduate of the aforementioned minor, I can tell you that every
single one of my linguistics courses
has been alongside the TESOL students with the exception of one four
credit anthropology course.
For linguistics students who want
to teach or TESOL students who are
linguisticly inclined, these programs
matching up does not matter much.
But it feels as though the program
wastes time when a student only
wants a certain side of either program.
A linguistics minor may only want to
study phonology simply because it’s
interesting to them, not because they
want to study possible errors in the
speech of learners.
As a linguistics minor, I’ve had to
take teaching specific courses for the
program’s electives despite the fact
that I do not want to teach. Though it
is nice to meet the graduate students
that are in the program, it would be
nice to learn in courses that aren’t so

teaching specific. I personally don’t
care about how someone else learns
usually, because I have no interest in
teaching them.
Undergraduate students also have
to deal with measuring up to graduate students in some courses.
A professor may not feel
the need to create separate course work for the
two groups, resulting
in a separation in
points instead.
Take this

denly feels like the minor is not worth
the trouble, no matter how much they
like the material.
This issue of courses being copied
or over shared across programs is not a
new one. The course recycling also affected my decision to come to CWU
for a master’s
degree. The CWU Professional and Creative Writing
programs for both
undergrad-

ments, they will probably be fine
with it. However, right after completing the undergraduate program, who
wants to take the slightly harder versions of the same courses? Students
move on to graduate programs to
learn more and to grow in their crafts.
Taking new (not just revamped) classes would make this easier.
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Call for reader work

for
example: the
students are
taking
the
same exact quiz,
but one part of the
exam is worth 50 points for
an undergrad and 25 for a grad
student. So, rather than giving the undergrads less work, they are given more
wiggle room. This is by no means
bad, but it is stressful. This added to
the fact that an undergraduate may
not want to teach at all makes the class
feel harder than wanted. A student sud-

Do you have a burning letter, a hot opinion or a piece
of artwork that you want
published?
We would love to see your
work.
uates and
graduates are eerily
similar. The only difference is
the class level and a few new courses.
If a student coming from a different undergraduate program sees the
graduate writing program require-

Please email us at cwuobserver@gmail.com or stop by Lind
Hall 115 on Mondays and
Tuesdays 5-6 p.m.
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Fisk leads Bulldogs to second in state
Austin Lane

Senior Sports Reporter

The Ellensburg High School (EHS)
volleyball team finished second in
state after the WIAA State Tournament this past weekend. The tournament was hosted on campus at Nicholson Pavilion. EHS plays in the 2A
level and they competed against 15
other schools for state.
EHS opened up the weekend with
a 3-1 (25-15, 18-25, 25-19, 25-21) win
over North Kitsap High School. In the
quarterfinals, they beat Tumwater High
School, 3-1 (25-15, 25-17, 24-26, 2522). Then, in the semis, the EHS Bulldogs defeated Burlington-Edison High,
3-1 (15-25, 25-17, 25-22, 25-18).
EHS had to face Ridgefield High
School (RHS) in the state championship.

RHS held momentum for much of the
match and took the first set, 25-16 and the
second set, 25-9. The second set was the
biggest point differential for any team in
the whole tournament all weekend. EHS,
with their backs up against the wall, honed
in on some energy from the home crowd
and was able to take the third set, 25-22.
However, it was not enough as Ridgefield
won the fourth and final set, 25-14.
One player that helped lead the Bulldogs to the state championship match
was CWU commit Shauny Fisk. Fisk
finished the match with 19 digs. For
Fisk, playing in her final high school
game was emotional.
“It’s hard to lose, obviously, in the
championship, but I think that we really
played the best we can and to go out with
this group of girls. It’s a really great feeling that we made it here,” Fisk said.

Fisk will stay in the area as she attends CWU next year as a college student-athlete. However, this game was
the last chance to play with a lot of lifelong friends.
“We’ve been talking about it all season, how much we love to play together,
how much of a good connection we all
have with each other,” Fisk said. “I’m
really gonna miss the love between each
and every one of us.”
With the team going 3-1 in the postseason, their final record sits at 25-6-2
for the 2019 season. Head coach Debbie
Landrie said the team set a goal for the
tournament, and met it.
“The girls worked hard to get here.
It’s always tough to lose in the championship, especially at home,” Landrie
said. “Their goal was to get to the championship match at state and they did. Not

quite the outcome we wanted, but it was
a good showing I think for our girls.”
Fisk and the other seniors will finish
out the school year before moving onto
the next chapter of their lives. The student athletes leave behind a legacy for
the EHS volleyball program and a winning culture moving forward.
Landrie said the group of girls have
been in the program and most of them
have played for her for four years and
that they have changed the culture of the
program at EHS. Fisk agreed and also
hopes the next wave of student-athletes
can carry on that tradition.
“I think that we leave behind a really
great culture that we’ve been cultivating
for the past four years,” Fisk said. “I really hope that the girls coming up behind
us keep that culture going.”

Austin Lane/The Observer

Wellington: a beacon of Wildcat pride
Austin Lane

Senior Sports Reporter

You may have seen him at a CWU
football game, CWU Night with the Seattle Mariners or even at his own wildfire event. Even if you haven’t caught a
glance of this unit of a cat, Wellington
the Wildcat is ingrained in CWU’s past
and present.
As the official CWU mascot, Wellington has seen his fair share of events.
Wellington tries his hardest to make it
out to every CWU home football and
basketball game, as well as other events.
Wellington has even been requested to
be at someone’s wedding. The history
of Wellington goes back in time, all the
way back to the late 1920s. Let’s take
a dive into CWU’s rich history and see
how Wellington came to be.
According to CWU Archives, it was
in 1929 when CWU first adopted the
wildcat mascot, replacing the former
“normalities” moniker. They used the
name “normalities” to go along with
being the Washington State Normal
School, prior to being CWU. The original wildcat mascot was a real-life lynx
named Tuffy. Tuffy was loaned to CWU
by a Cle Elum business named “The
Wildcat Motel.” The business loaned
the lynx for sporting events held at the
University. When a fire burned the motel, the Student Government Association took over caring for Tuffy. In the
fall of 1952, Tuffy escaped and hid in
shrubbery, but was found just before the
kickoff of a CWU home football game.
Afterwards, Tuffy was moved to Seat-

tle’s Woodland Park Zoo, where he lived
out the rest of his life.
In 1981, the Wildcat Shop, known
then as The University Store, had a
naming contest for the new mascot.
The winner of the Name The Cat Contest received a $50 gift certificate to the
Wildcat Shop. Meg Chadwick topped the
“hundreds and hundreds” of entries with
her name for the mascot, “Wellington.”
Ever since, the mascot has held the name
of Wellington.
Today, Wellington can be requested for
events and even has his own social media
pages. Alejandra Cruz-Martinez, Executive Assistant at ASCWU, said Wellington
has a big impact on the CWU community.
“I truly do believe Wellington is
that fun image of [CWU],” Cruz-Martinez said. “It’s what you remember
[CWU] as. The mascot is the image
you rock on your t-shirt you get from
the Wildcat Shop. He’s the image you
see around campus. He’s very important and very significant.”
Cruz-Martinez is in charge of scheduling Wellington and running his social
media pages. She said Wellington tends
to stay busy. On Nov. 14, Wellington was
at a Filipino American Student Association event. The following day, Wellington
was scheduled to make an appearance at
a local church event in Ellensburg.
“He gets scheduled for different
events pretty often,” Cruz-Martinez said.
“He makes appearances where we find it
beneficial for Wellington to be at.”
ASCWU VP for Student Life and
Facilities Mickael Candaleria, who
oversees Cruz-Martinez and helps

with Wellington, said the atmosphere
changes and school spirit is at a higher level whenever Wellington is at an
event. Candaleria saw first-hand at
CWU Night with the Tacoma Rainiers,
the impact Wellington has on the community outside of just Ellensburg.
“Some random kid goes ‘Wellington, I’m your biggest fan,’ and it was so
shocking to hear because usually you
associate Wellington with Ellensburg

or CWU but to know Wellington has an
impact in Tacoma at a Rainiers game is
pretty cool,” Candelaria said.
To schedule Wellington at your
event, you can find a QR code in the
ASCWU office located in SURC 236.
You can also schedule him by emailing
ASCWU.StudentLife@cwu.edu or going to cwu.edu/ASCWU. To see what
Wellington is up to, he can be followed
on Instagram @wellington_wildcat.

Courtesy of Central Washington University
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‘If hockey and football had a baby...’
Aeryn Kauffman
Staff Reporter

The Water Polo Club is having a
tournament on Nov. 23 and 24 at the
CWU Aquatics Center from 8 a.m. to 3
p.m
Water polo club member Jonah Kathlean said the team is preparing for the
tournament with a focus on getting new
members up to speed.
“We’ve basically been trying to incorporate the newer members into the
actual offense … we do have a lot of very
new players who have never swam before,” Kathlean said. “[They] didn’t even
know what water polo was.”
Water Polo Club President Olivia
McDougall describes water polo as a
mashup of several different sports.
“It’s like if hockey and football had a
baby and drowned it,” McDougall said.

Six field players start the game, and
like hockey, there is one goalie. Water
Polo Club Advisor Camden Rimby said
all the field players move from position
to position as the game progresses.
“Water polo’s pretty fluid in terms of
positions … we all play offense and defense,” Rimby said.
The sport is physically demanding
and requires strong swimming skills. The
pool must be a minimum of 6 feet, but
McDougall said the pool is normally between 12 and 17 feet deep. Kathlean said
it’s a great workout.
“Water polo’s a tough sport … when
you tell people you play water polo, it’s
definitely a little bit of a resume-builder
because people get impressed. It’s like,
‘oh, really, you play water polo?’ … It’s
super tough underwater,” Kathlean said.
McDougall attested to the amount of
stamina it takes to play water polo.

“You have to swim the whole time …
there’s a bit of a curve that you have to
learn like learning to tread with the egg
beater, and learning how to swim heads
up,” McDougall said.
The egg beater tread looks like the lower half of a swimmer doing a breaststroke,
legs kicking like a frog’s. The players must
keep their heads above water.
Kathlean said the team started to
become more competitive and more focused on training this year.
“We started to amp up our swimming.
Our training, our overall fitness level just
skyrocketed,” Kathlean said.
CWU’s Water Polo Club is co-ed.
The result is a welcoming atmosphere,
according to McDougall. Often, many
water polo clubs are divided by gender.
All three interviewed members expressed a desire for new members. And
if you’re a doggy paddler?

“Yeah, we would be able to help you
out,” McDougall said.
The club practices Mondays and
Wednesdays from 9-10:30 p.m. The late
practices offer the unique advantage of
facility privacy.
“With the facility being completely
closed up, it being a closed practice, nobody but us are going to see you there,”
Kathlean said.
The club also does quite a bit of
traveling. This year, they visited Canada for the Spooktacular Water Polo
Tournament in Victoria, British Columbia. McDougall said that though
the club had a rough start, they are
getting better with more consistent
team membership.
“The club is open to anyone of any skill
level … we encourage everyone who’s interested to come out,” Rimby said.

Photos by Scott Hastings/Sports Clubs
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Adult sport leagues require no experience
Samantha Cabeza
Staff Reporter

The City of Ellensburg Parks and
Recreation offers sports leagues for
adults to participate in all year round.
Ellensburg Parks and Recreation is currently holding volleyball and indoor
soccer for the rest of the fall season.
There is a $325 fee for joining as a team.
Team fees are accepted, not individual
player fees when registering.
The minimum age to participate in
the league sports is 16 years old. Players
under 18 years old must have parental
consent to join.
According to the city’s website, the
opportunity for adults to come together
and play sports that they love can form
new friendships, help adults engage in
physical activity and assist in learning
new skills.
Registration for the sports is held on
Facebook 24 hours a day, according to
the city of Ellensburg’s website. Players
who are interested may also register in
person at the Stan Bassett Youth Center
from noon to 6 p.m. daily.
Teams are normally split up equally
or played with no limit to the amount of
players on the court. For sports like volleyball, there is no limit. Indoor soccer,
basketball and dodgeball require and
equal amount of players on each team.
Occasionally, women and men are divided equally among team.

Even if an individual is interested in
joining a sport but does not have a team,
they can sign up for a “Free Agent List”
and can be placed on a list. There is no
fee for joining this list.
Depending on the season, there
are usually six to eight teams. Adult
basketball has the smallest amount
of teams because it is played three on
three, but volleyball and indoor soccer
have teams of 10 or 12.
Youth Coordinator David Hurn said
the adult sporting league can sometimes
be a small secret and many adults in
town may think that the only sporting
leagues offered are the intramural sports
on CWU’s campus.
“The adult leagues have been going
strong for quite a while, and it’s a fun opportunity for adults to get out and engage
in a sport,” Hurn said.
Hurn said these past few years the
city has been using the Free Agent List to
put together the teams.
Registration for winter leagues begin
on Dec. 2 and close Jan. 10, 2020. Sports
for winter season include dodgeball and
three on three basketball.
“All kinds of people come out to play
these sports. College professors, students
and locals from the city of Ellensburg,”
Hurn said.
According to Hurn, people of all
walks of life come to play together and
sometimes teams are mixed with experienced players and just people who want

Air Force ROTC Det 895
Building Tomorrow’s
Leaders Today
College Scholarships Available!
· Covers: tuition, fees, and textbooks
· Plus a monthly allowance
· Rewarding Job upon Graduation
Choose a Challenging Career

Courtesy of City of Ellensburg

Registration for winter leagues begins on Dec. 3. and ends on Jan. 10. Interested people can sign up for dodgeball and three on three basketball.

to have fun. People signing up will pick
their teams according to who they are
friends with.
“Certain people who have a lot of
experience in playing sports will join.
Our indoor soccer team has players

who have played soccer in community college, university, D1 and D2
leagues. There’s a lot just a lot of people just out there doing their thing,”
Hurn said.

Prevent Your

Pipes From
Freezing

Close exterior floor vents. Close and
seal the crawlspace access door.
Traveling? Have someone check
your house to make sure it’s warm
enough to prevent frozen water
Disconnect all garden hoses.
pipes, or have the City turn off
your water at no charge.

Air Force Benefits

Keep the temperature in
your home above 55 degrees. Know where your water shut off
valve is located and how to use it.
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· Life Insurance available
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· Space Systems - launch and control satellites
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Air Force Benefits

• Space Systems–launch and control satellites
• Combat weapons - fire a missile

For more information,pleasevisit us in Lind Hall, Room 202A, call
509-963-2314 e-mailafrotc@cwu.edu. or cwu.edu/airforce

• $60,000 starting pay/benefits
• Life Insurance available
• Educational opportunities
• 30 days paid vacation per year
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For more information,
please
in Lind Hall, Room 202A,
• Retirement
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Wrap both cold and hot water pipes
with insulation. If you wrap water
pipes with heat tape, follow the
manufacturer’s instructions.

When temperatures drop
below zero, try letting the
hot and cold water trickle
overnight. This is especially
critical for water pipes
located on outside walls.
Try opening cabinet doors under a
sink or appliance near an outer
wall to allow heat to get to uninsulated water pipes.

For more information, or for after hours
emergency water shutoff, call the Public
Works & Utilities Department at 962-7230.Ellensburg
City Of
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W H AT ’ S H A P P E N I N G
ALL WEEK
Register for Winter Classes
Registration has begun! Meet with your
academic advisor and check your student
account for holds before registering.
Learn more at cwu.edu/registrar.
Don’t miss CWU’s film tours and
theatre productions!
On sale now at cwu.edu/tickets
“Stupid F##king Bird” a CWU Theatre
Production
“Holiday Inn” a CWU Theatre Production
“Banff Mountain Film Festival”
International Education Week
International Education Week will have
daily events that will celebrate and bring
awareness to international education.
19th Holiday Extravaganza (Dec. 7th)
The Center for Leadership and
Community Engagement needs
volunteers for Holiday Extravaganza.
Volunteers will assist K-5 children at the
30 different tables with winter-themed
crafts and activities. T-shirt registration
deadline is Friday, Nov. 22.
SEOIs
Wildcats, take time to fill out your
anonymous instructor evaluations (SEOIs)
this quarter! Feedback is important to your
instructors and helps them develop class
curriculum and more.
THURS. NOV. 21
Financial Aid Workshop
11 a.m. – 7:30 p.m. • Shaw-Smyser 212
Stop by this workshop for dedicated time
to work on the FAFSA with a counselor.
Bring your 2018 financials. Relieve stress,
don’t wait.
DEC Open House
4 p.m. • Black Hall 101 • Free
Visit the Diversity and Equity Center to
meet the staff and see the new space!
Refreshments provided.
3rd Annual Friendsgiving
6 p.m. • 1891 Bistro • Free
Watch “Friends” episodes, eat
Thanksgiving food, and play trivia.
NOV. 21 - 24
Stupid F##king Bird
Nov. 21, 22, 23 • 7:30 p.m.
Nov. 24 • 2 p.m. • Milo Smith Tower
Theatre
In this irreverent contemporary, and very
funny remix of Chekhov’s “The Seagull.”

MON. NOV. 25
Monday Movie Madness:
“Good Boys”
7 & 9:30 p.m. • SURC Theatre
Free for Students, $3/GA
Three sixth grade boys ditch school
for the day to pursue an epic and
unforgettable adventure the three of
them will never forget. Soon, the boys
find themselves carrying stolen drugs,
being hunted by teenage girls, and
attempting to get back home in time
for their first kissing party.
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